New Wilson Hall
Dedicated Tuesday
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Architect's drawing of Wilson Hall
including Auditorium extension which will be completed by fall, '68.
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Security Prevails

Areas Closed to Students
Students have been banned
from entering selected areas of
the campus without good reason
for being there. The areas around
the barns, the Magnetics Laboratory, construction sites, and
Baldwin Pavilion have been placed off limits to students by Carlos Corona, director of personnel.
Corona said that any metal
in the region of the Lab can
throw the delicate instruments
out of adjustment, "even a belt
buckle or beer
Construction sites are frought

568 Yes; 39 No
Commuters overwhelmingly
approved the formation of a Commuter Council in open elections
October 6-7. 35% a eligible voters participated in the election,
voting 568 to 39 in favor of the
proposal.
The election question was
whether to form a committee to
write a constitution for a Commuter Council. Dorm Council ofals monitored election posts
and compiled returns.
The Commuter Council planning committee will therefore
hold an open meeting Monday,Oct.
18, to discuss and plan a con
tution.
Dick Bentzen, acting chairman a the planning committee,
told the Observer, "This meeting is the official beginning of
tbe Commuter Council. From
1
voice
S_ onward the commuter
will be heard along side that of
the residents in university affairs.
"I predict that within two
months we will have a constitution and elected officers at work."

I

Top Pianist Gives
Classical Recital
Marilyn Neeley, award
ning young pianist from California, will give a special recital
in the Gold Room tonight at 8:30.
Her only appearance in this
area, the program includes Beethoven's 32 variations in C minor,
Haydn's sonata in D major,
Brahms' sonata in F sharp
or, Chopin's scherzo in E major,
and Ravel's "Gaspard de la Nuit."
Tickets are available to students, faculty and staff for $1.75
at the doo1.

with danger for casual visitors.
"A student wandering through
uncI mpleted buildings is liable,
to fall through the holes in the
floors, or be hit in the bead.by
loose debris," said Corona, and
•
assume resthe university cannot
ponsibility for such accidents.
He also cited the possibility
of fires and vandalism as reasons for .the ban on the Pavon
and the barns. "These places
have no alarm systems, and could
burn to the ground before the
fires were discovered," he stated.
A Chancellor's committee has
been formed under Corona's
chairmanship to study parking
and driving control problems,
which will probably expand to
"consider the larger problem of
security as a whole on the Oakland campus."
All members of the university community are represented
•from Dorm Council and
S .tes
Commuter CounciL
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A traditional cornerstone laying and dedication ceremony for
Wilson Hall will commence at
noon Tuesday. Mrs. Alfred G.
Wilson will lay the cornerstone
,
'
and hear the building dedicate
to herself in the short ceremony
at the southwest corner of the
building.
After an introduction by Chancellor Varner, short remarks
will be made by Harold A. Fitzgerald, president of the Oakland
Foundation, and representing the
III
Arthur J. Law, State
community;
Representative from Oakland
County representing the Legislature; and Warren M. Puff,
chairman of the MSU board of
trustees, representing the university.
Mrs. Wilson will then respond to their remarks, and lay
the cornerstone.

Grad Plan in Swing
Oakland is growing. As it expands in the number of students
faculty, and buildings, the program it offers likewise is expanding.
and
GRADUATE STUDENTS
stuSies are now included in the
curriculum. Cbemistry offers a
II
Master of Science, mathematics
and English offer a Master of
Arts and Teaching in addition to
the Master of Arts degree. An
MAT degree can be obtained in
elementary education and there
is a possity of a graduate
program developing in the area
of social studies.
stuI THREE GRADUATE
- participating in the MA degree in math while there are
eleven students in the MAT program. The MAT participants are
generally local high school teachers who attend classes for two
hours twice a week over a two
I- ar period, but will attend full
time in the summer. MA grad

hairman, said that four fullcII
time graduate students did not
IIIly. Participants in the MA and
MAT degree in English number
20-25.
HOOPES WISHED
to stress
that the MA and MAT degree were
not radically different. "The MA
I egree is conceived as one which
might conventionally lead onward
to a PhD. in English, but it may
also serve as a terminal degree
for teaching in high schools and
or colleges. Yet, neither degree, given student aNlity, desire, and resolution need be
thought a as precluding work toward a PhD," stated Hoopes.
Also concerning this grad program he commented, "I bepe we
can do our hest service by providing another place for students
working on masters degrees."
The elementary educationdepartment also has between 20-25
students in its program. All are
working on their :QAT degrees.
IN THE AREA of chemistry,
twI students are working on their
MS degree. These same two students are serving as teaching
assistants.
Paul Tomboulian,chairman of
the chemistry department, feels
there are definite advantages in
instituting a graduate assistant
program. First, there can be a
fested varying degrees of anxbetween
relationship
closer
iety, depression, and tension.
teaching assistants and students
commonly
most
The feelings
than between a professor and
reported are • Icial isolation, restudents, due to the lessened age
jection by peers, and inadequa- difference. Secondly, there can
cies within interpersonal rela- be more individual attention given
tionships.
to students if sections that are
Dating problems and active large can be divided among adconflict at home with one or both ditional staff members.
"Graduate work is inevitabparents are not uncommon among
le," stated Tomboulian. He conthose who come for counsel.
tinued, "In ten years PhD proSixty-six per cent of the stu- grams in some areas will be
dents who come to psych ser- developed with not much effect
vices for help are self-referred, on the undergraduate." At the
that is they come of their own present he feels, "There are
volition. Others are referred to nSt a sufficient supply of good
the office by faculty advisors, graduate students to start a PhD
program." He stated as a final
deans, or friends. It is emphasiadvantage of the graduate syszed that students should feel free tem, "A more rigorous research
to go in for consultation about any program with better faculty can
problem that may be bothering be developed under a PhD plan."
AN INTERESTING aspect of
them, and it need not be of major
the newly initiated graduate prosignificance.
gram is the fact that a senior
There is no charge for conmay participate in it. All grad
sultation. To see one of the psyclasses are senior electives. Senchologists, it is necessary only iors finished with departmental
to call the psychological services requirements may take these
office and make an appointment. courses and apply them to ar
MA degree.
students in math are enrolled in
plus a rethree or more courses •
search project which they attend
daily. They can obtain their degree in three semesters which
leads to PhD work in a university
or teaching at a
which offers
high school, junior college, or a
small undergraduate college.
Three of the students working
pn their MA degree plus three
undergraduates are
advanced
serving as recitation supervisor s
or instructors.
chairman
DEPARTMENTAL
of math, Philip Johnson, said, "I
think it makes sense for a school
of this kind to seriously consider
a PhD program. Oakland seems
•5 to become of the size
5.
and the quality that a PhD program seems certain to develop
within five years in certain departments."
There are no graduates assistantships in the area of English.
Hoopes, departmental
Robert

20% Seek Shrinks' Counsel
by Al ice Hayes
"Confidential" is a key word
in the office of Kenneth H. Coffman, director of psychological
services. Psychological services
office, room 134 NFH, is a multifunctional unit at OU. The major
responsibility of the department
lies in the area of individual psychological evaluation and counseling.
Psych Service also administers all non-instructional tests,
including OU Competitive Scholarship tests, Michigan Competitive Scholarship tests, and Peace
Corps tests. The office is OU's
center for national testing programs.
The staff of psycbelogical
services, headed by Coffman,includes four clinically trained
psycbelogists. No other college
of compaiable size boasts such
extensive facilities. These doctors are ready to offer services
fI r any social or emotional difficulties that may be troubling a
student.
It is stressed that -any prob-

The dedication program will
end with a short prayer by Allan
M. Frew, pastor of First Presbyterian Church of Detroit.
Representatives of state and
local government, the board of
trustees, and the student body
will then join university officials
at a reception for Mrs. Wilson
in the Oakland Center.
These dedication ceremonies
are the first of many to honor
Mrs. Wilson next week.
A concert by the Village Stompers, a popular instrumental
group leads off the program for
Mrs. Wilson's "Birthday Party"
on Friday night. A dance and
I.rty for her take place Saturday
in the Oakland Center.
Vice-President Hubert Humphrey's speech Friday a.,
is actually incidental to the birthday celebrations.

lem discussed with a staff member is highly confidential, and
any confidences made to one of
the psychologists will not be repeated to anyone without written
authorization from the student.
Currently being considered
is the development of a group
seminar, open to anyone, at which
time topics related to college
adjustment problems could be
discussed.
During the period from July
1, 1964 to June 30, 1965 a total
I 330 students (approximately
S. of the student body) were
seen by the psychological services staff. Many of the students
came for consultation only once
I r twice, but the average number of sessions seems to have
increased from two to four sessions in the past to four to six
sessions currently. With some
students the psych services staff
had ongoing contacts throughout
the entire year.
Half of the students who sought
help from psych services mani-
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Editorial

Enchiridon

Pity the Poor Rulers
Once again we find it necessary to comment on the seemingly
arbitrary process by which decisions are often made at Oakland
University. Students have been banned from certain selected reas of
the campus, for an assortment of reasons. The ban was put into effect
without public announcement, without explanation, without consultation with student groups or even student-related administrative officers: students were simply ejected from these areas by the campus
police.
Once upon a time OU proudly crowed to the world and prospective
freshmen that one of its principal virtues was its conSummate lack
of rules. Finding, as the student body grows,that a certain amount of
regulation is necessary, those whose job it is to rule also find themselves without experience in ruling, without procedures to follow,
without the tact one needs to tell college students what to do. So they
leave it up to the campus rent-a-cop to smooth the way for them.
IT IS PATENTLY ABSURD to wait until a rule has been broken
before informing the miscreant what the rule is. Furthermore,college
students are not passive receivers of rulings from above. They frequently demand, and we think 'Us their right, to know the precise
reasoning behind the law, even if they may not have some part in its
formation.
In the case at hand, we think the administration is both right and
wrong. If metal in the vicinity of the Magnetics Lab can destroy the
experiments therein, then students should stay away. If students can
easily get hurt while prowling about construction sites, then they
should keep off.
But the evils of accidental fire and of vandalism have been cited
as reasons for the ban on the barns and Baldwin Pavilion. By the
same reasoning, all students should be forbidden to walk (or whatever)
in the woods, for fear they might burn the whole bloody 2300 acres
to the ground. And we personally find the suspicion of vandalism
within our valiant ranks insulting.
We would hope that, in the future, administrators will exercise
more caution in making decisions of this sort. We hope that the rulemaking process will become more refined. We also hope that the
areas presently banned will be clearly marked, preferably with a
fence of some sort. When floundering about in the boonies it is sometimes difficult to tell when you've stumbled into forbidden territory.
dej

I wrote Hubert Humphrey a
letter condemning his speech at
the National Student Association
conference last month and he sent
me back a two-page,typewritten,
personal, signed-in-ink letter explaing that my friends and I are
asked to take arms and travel
thousands of miles to shoot Asian peasants because somebody
in 1954 (L.was seven years old in
1954) made someone a promise
that we would do just that.
For those of you who do not
recall or do not care what Humphrey said to the N.S.A., the essence
of it was this: it is perfectly
within the accords of democracy
to protest the bombing and gassing of thousands of innocent
people, it is perfectly within the
accords of democracy to protest
authoritarian and militaristic
coercion exercized on small,deviant countries, but, kiddies, it is
undemocratic, it is un-American,
indeed, it is downright rude to
succeed in your efforts tb change
or modify United States foreign
policy regarding the killing and
mutilation of suspected Communist enemies, and for this reason
Lyndon and I urge you to cease
and desist in your efforts to disrupt concensus and to join us by
reasoning together, taking arms,
and showing the ignorant peasants
of Asia the glories and splendor
of the Capitalistic system.
Continued on Page 6.

Notes From Mary Jane
by Ashley L. Morrisette
During the past week Gen.
Louis Hersey, Selective Service
director, warned college students
that within a few months they may
no longer be deferred from military service. Thus another avenue
of escape is in the process of being closed to those young men
who don't wish to support the milihary efforo of this countgs.
THIS MAY FORCE many serious-minded students to come
face to face with a profound dilemna. For most of them have enough
social and historical awareness
to pay intellectual lip service to
the fact that "war is evil." Most
of them would go a step further
and conclude that "war is perhaps
the greatest social evil and man
must do everything in his power
to eliminate it." Fine. But until
Gen. Hersey's announcement last
week, these anti-war sentiments
were just nice hippie ideas to
have and one need only carry a
placard demanding U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam to prove
that his mind and heart were morally enlightened.
BUT NOW THE ISSUE is be-

ing brought down to a more individual and real level. As more
and more loopholes are closed
by the Selective Service people,
more and more anti-warriors
are going to be faced with the
brutal choice of carrying a gun
or going to jail. That is, unless
they can convince their draft
boards that their objections to
military duty are founded on deep
spiritual convictions. Due to the
rather narrow governmental definition of spiritual conviction,this
usually proves to be impossible
to do. That means jail.
But if an individual is really
serious about wanting to eliminate war, I don't see that he has any
choice. Because as long as there
are enough individuals willing,
ignorant, or frightened enough to
serve their respective governments, war on some scale will
continue. War is not going to be
abolished by a governmental edict.
The nations that carry on wars
are not going to be superseded
by a world government. No,wars
will only end when enough individuals refuse to support a war ef-
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"YES HUBERT,from now on we pass out Gall Stones
at the campaign speeches instead of L.B.J. buttons!"

Go! Go! Back-to-Campus with

R
BROLLY TAJ LUBBER
Slim,trim,tapered, pile lined coated parka
McGregor brings you the new "Brolly" look (slim British
umbrella look, that is) in a plaid-patterened parka of 65%
Dacron* polyester, 35% cotton with a special water-repellent "wet look" coating. The body and hood have a plush
pile lining of Orlon* acrylic. A warm companion in the
grandstand with its zip front, two vertical zippered slash
pockets and hidden knit wristlets. $25.95
'DuPont Rog. Tms.

fort and have the courage to suffer
the reprisals of their governments. So if you're serious about
ending war, ignore your induction
notice when it comes and bear the
consequences.

IN THIS CONNECTION, I'm
reminded of an anecdote about
Emerson and Thoreau. Thoreau
was in jail again for refusing to
pay his taxes and Emerson came
to visit him. Emerson, who was
frequently annoyed with his intransigent disciple, asked,"Henry, what are you doing in jail?!"
Thoreau said, "Ralph, what are
you doing out of it?"
if
) Fab 12 N. Saginaw
`
PONTIAC
'SA FE. 5-6211

IA

!
EXCLUSIVE
OAKLAND
0
0 TWEATR?
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First
RUN SHOWING

`DEVASTING! BLISTERING'
SLASHING!
New York Times
LAURANCE HARVEY
DIRK BOGARDE
JULIE CHRISTIE

Darling

Young's

Weekdays at 7:10-9:25
SUN. 3- 510- 720-9:35

MEN WEAR INC

* ADDED *
"WHERE HAVE ALL THE
FLOWERS GONE"

North Hill Piazza

Rochester
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Letter Questions Motives of Gov. Makers
To the Editor:
Once again Oakland University is laboring under the pains
of a new movement for student
government. Like student government movements in the past, and
probably like future movements,
it is led by a dedicated, intelligent, and well-meaning group
which none the less seems slightly naive.
Were it not for the fact that
the group takes itself so seriously, one could almost view their
activities with amusement. The
picture they present is one of a
few roughnecks trying to organize a group of pacifists into a
street gang. But the proposition
they offer is a serious one and
it must be taken seriously.
Oakland University has never
found the necessity for a student
government. Our social activities
speak for themselves and the
Observer has always been a forum for student opinion. Why then
is there a movement for student
government?
The reason seems to lie, not
in the necessity for such a government, but in the people who are
trying to form it.
They have the vision of one
student government which would
have control over all student activities and would represent the
entire student body. And it is the
unspoken desire of each of these
people that they may be a part of
this grand government.

• • • • S.
•11111.11111.•1
0

HANSEN
TRAVEL
AGENCY
PLAN NEXT YEAR'S
SUMMER IN EUROPE
NOW.
ASK ABOUT
OUR MOTOR BIKE
TRIP OF EUROPE.
CALL

332-8318
Never Any Service Charge.

JOBS ABROAD
GUARANTEED

The distaste with which I
greet this vision is hard to express. I dislike people who create
committees so that they may be
chairman of them, and I dislike
people who create student governments so that they may consider
themselves the ruling group for
the entire student body.
Admittedly, lam an anarchist,
but I am a democratic anarchist.
Under our present system, any
student may organize or crusade

for any cause he feels is worthy.
He does not have to "go through
channels" or seek the approval
of an omnipotent student government. After all, we are notfighting against an oppressive school
administration. On the contrary,
the administration has usually
taken the side of the student.
It does not seem to me that
the student will get any more independence by forming a government, but he will necessarily have

to give up some in order to do so.
Somehow the product just doesn't
seem worth the price.
If student activities really
need to be coordinated, why cannot the existing committees coordinate them?
The answer,to me,is obvious.
When student government is voted
on, I will vote no and I will persuade everyone I can to do likewise.
-- Gregory R. Willihnganz

How Grows
Pg. 2?
To the Editor:
David, David, quite contrary,
I'm beginning to grow quite wary;
If the editorial page becomes
more airy.
We'll be able to see through it.
-- Penny Smith
#2978

Sure
we
have
desk
jobs.
Deskjobs atCape Kennedy,helping
check out the Apollo moon rocket.
Deskjobs at an air base,testing the
world's most powerfuljet engines.
Desk jobs in Samoa,setting up allf
network to help teach schoolchildren.
The most interesting deskjobs in the
world are at General Electric.
(Have a seat.)

BRUSSELS: The International Student Information Service announced
that 800 students will be accepted in
1966 from an anticipated 4,000 applicants.
In the past four years ISIS has placed
more than 1,500 students in jobs
abroad, year-round and summer.
The first edition of their 32-page magazine JOBS ABROAD is packed with
on-the-spot photos, stories and information about your job abroad.
Learn how ISIS guarantees you job
abroad anytime of the year.
Read how to cover your expenses of
a thrilling trip abroad for: FUN;
CULTURE; PAY; LANGUAGE;
TRAVEL.
For your copy of Jobs Abroad, air
mail S1.00 to: ISIS, 133 rue Hotel des
Monnaies, Brussels 6, Belgium.

First, why not sit down with the man
from G.E. when he visits campus.
Talk with him about your goals.
He'll talk with you about the hundred different avenues available at
G.E. to help you reach those goals.

You may be working anywhere
in the world, doing anything in the
world. From marketing appliances
like a new oven that cleans itself
electrically . . . to designing a computer that's no bigger than a suitcase.

Interesting problems. Important
challenges. Real rewards, in money
and opportunity. They're all part of
holding down a desk job at G.E
Come to General Electric, where
the young men are important men.

Progress /s Our Most important Prorivc1

GENERALE

ELECTRIC
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"Women" Underway
Oakland's first Greek tragedy, Euripides'"The Trojan
Women," is well into rehearsals for its October 28-30 production by the Meadow Brook Theatre Guild. Essentially
the story of the women left behind after the men were killed in the Trojan War, the play depicts the psychological
dilemmas of these women in the hands of their Greek captors.
Tom Aston, director of theatre, has mounted an unusual production, utilizing period costumes with a contemporary set and electronic music.
Pictured here are: above left, Pam Robertsplaying Hecuba, one of the leading roles. Above right, director Aston, framed by the outstretched hands of ;he chorus. Below left, members of the chorus, which some say is the
real lead in the play. Below right, Miss Roberts again.

Photos by Jim Wagner
Processing by Bradetjch
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Alumni Ed Serves Grads
Established with the assistance of the Kellog Foundation,
OU's Alumni Education Department serves as a counseling center for graduates.
Gary A. Woditsch, director of
alumni education, counsels the
graduate on developing a program
of continuing education in his own
geographical area.
Locating the educational resources best suited to serve the

Placement Notice
RECRUITERS on campus during the week of Oct. 18-22:
Tuesday, Oct. 19:
Cadillac
Gage Company; Armada School
System
Wednesday, Oct. 20: Bell Sys-

tems
Thursday, Oct. 21:

Michigan
Consolidated Gas; Massachusetts
Mutual Life Ins.
To sign up for interviews and
obtain further information, contact the placement office, 266 SFH.

Individual is another function of
the Alumni Education Office.
If a student seeks a graduate
degree, an affiliation with a professional group, a short informal
course of study, or a reading list,
the department will advise him
regarding the most practical
source.
The department may also work
in cooperation with the employer
to help a student renew, update,
or advance his education in areas
essential to his career.
Two other offices affiliated
with the Alumni Education Service are the Alumni Placement
Office, and the Division of Continuing Education.
The Alumni Placement Office
is equipped to help alumni explore
and locate desirable employment.
Through the Oakland University office, the placement facili-
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ties of universities across the
nation can be enlisted to aid the
student. The division of Continuing Education serves Alumni in
the southeastern Michigan area
by conducting an extensive series
of non-credit courses.

Austin-Norvell
Agency Inc.
Over 40 Years of
Distinguished
Insurance Service

Experienced typist, will type
all kinds of papers. Will furnish
typing paper and carbon. Very
reasonable. Pontiac area. FE.80616.
*
*
MEN and WOMEN: Earn $40

FOR SALE: 1962 Corvair,
white, 2 dr. coupe, excellent
condition, auto, transmission,
radio, $730. 651-3436.

M.G.M. CLEANERS
1 Day Service on Request

FREE

/0 W. LAWRENCE
AT WIDE TRACK DRIVE W.
PONTIAC, MICH.
332-0241

to $100 per week. Work 2-3 hours
during day or early evening. Car
necessary. No canvassing; No
Part-Plan. Call after 6: Mrs.
Duncan 647-2802 Bloomfield.
*
*

LIFE SIZE POODLE
with $50 worth of cleaning

Save your receipts - No time limit
Lower Level
Oakland Center

•

EXT

21 31

Across from
Restrooms

•
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SOMETHING SPECIAL?
AN IMPORTANT BIRTHDAY
SEND A CARD!
SHOW YOU CARE!

Toronado
will get you
if you don't
watch out!

CARDARAMA
PONTIAC MALL
TELEGRAPH

PONTIAC

Having a
Little
Get -Together?

FIND ALL YOUR FALL
FUN NEEDS AT

TROUT'S
PARTY STORE
Corner of Perry
and Walton Blvd.
2561 Lapeer Rd.- 334 - 6335

CITGO
JERRY'S
CITGO SERVICE
OPEN:
24 HOURS

3450
WALTON

Call 335-19631

Don't look now. But a keen machine called Toronado has designs on you. Out to get you
with a new way of going—front wheel drive—that puts the traction where the action is!
Extra stretch-out room for six. (Flat floors, you know.) Full-view side windows.
Draft-free ventilation. Many other swinging etceteras! Like we say, Toronado has
designs on you. Or is it the other way around! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!

ItCim
P OCTFRONT
• I 66
... in a RocketAction Carl

TO:MOM.° • NINETY-EIGHT • DELTA SS • DYNAMIC RA • IETSTAR 5111• CUTLASS. F AS VISTA-CRUISER
•
•

RE • 4.4-7

DL.smcial LE
GREAT TIME TO GO INHERE THE ACTION IS

SEE YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED OLDSMOBILE QUALITY DEALER TODAY.
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Gloria is back!
NEED MONEY
FOR CHRISTMAS?
Beauty Counselors offers
excellent opportunities for
students. Call Ida Esser

OL 1- 1411 or 651-8793

Enchiridon:
I have been registered by the
U.S. Army as a conscientious
objector -- not because I want to
avoid the draft (I am still eligible for non-combatant military
service) but rather because I regard war as a sickness of the
mind in which I do not wish to
participate.

Peau de Soie or
Satin tintable

Most people regard war as an
ugly and evil business, and yet
they support it, they vote for it,
they fight in it. Why? I think the
answer lies in the all-pervading
meaninglessness of American
values and goals. The average
factory worker is in a rut, the
unemployed teenager is in a rut,

the bank teller, the gas station
attendant, all the small and unglamorous people that compose
this country do not want war, but
they need one every twenty years
or so to add the elements of excitement, action, danger, mascuunity, and foreign travel to their
otherwise drab and antiseptic
lives as farmers, assembly line
workers, and office clerks.
As occupations become more
drab and emascul )ting, as the divorce rate climLs, as each individual resigns himself to a prefabricated life, so will war come
more often and stay longer -- for

Friday and Saturday

Shoes

FORMAL

SECRET OF
MY SUCCESS

Hi
Med.
or Little Heel

A Column Continued from Page 2

HILLS
THEATRE

Ready for a party!
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CUSTOM TINTED

NO CHARGE

WEAR

Girls Serve
RENTALS

Sunday and Monday
A RAGE TO LIVE
with Susan Pleshette

$6.99 to $9.99
Tuesday

COMPLETE

DAFS Film

DEPENDABLE

•

LAVENDAR

tintable

SERVICE

HILL MOB

Clutch Bag

with Alec Guiness

Over The Elbow Length
Starts Wednesday

Dress

tinted free

Gloves
with shoe purchase

$3.99

$3.00 ea.
MITZELFELD'S

DARLING
Program Information
651-8311

war is a symptom, not a problem.
Does a nation that finds fulfillment in the attainment of its
goal engage in war? No. It is the
Individual
without substantial
goals that offers his body to the
State in quest of identity. Such
is the definition of resignation.
Next week we welcome Hubert
Humphrey, emissary from The
Great Society. The individual void
of complexity and eager to join
the concensus will welcome Mr.
Humphrey frantically and with a
tinge of resignation. The rest of
us will be cold, mistrustful, and
cynical. I do not look forward to it.

MITZELFELD'S
ROCHESTER

A newly organized club, the
Independent Girl's Service Club,
with Patricia Houtz,dean of women, as advisor, has begun planning
their activities. Of the membership of 28,the majority are freshman. Maimu Oja serves as president, Mary Beth Sharpe acts as
secretary, treasurer is Sue Scott.
Miss Houtz outlined the purpose of the organization; "to offer services to the University as
well as the community." These
girls will serve as guides and
hostesses to visiting groups and
organizations on campus.
Off campus, they plan to participate in educational programs
for under-privileged children,
and offer their services to hospitals and orphanages.

Has it ever occurred to you that if
you gave up car payments for 5
years,you and your wife could
spend a month in Europe or buy a
boat,or finish off the attic,
or build a swimming pool
on the money you save.
Now here's how to give up car
payments for 5 years.

Buy a Volvo and keep it eight years. That'll give you three years to
pay for it, five years to enjoy it after you've paid
for it. Worried
about a Volvo holding up for eight years? Don't be. Volvos
last an
average of eleven years in Sweden, where there are no
speed limits
on the highways and there are over 70,000 miles of unpaved
roads.
Test drive a Volv any time. Now AVAILABLE WITH AUTOMATIC 1RANSMiSSION.

PONTIAC SPORTS CAR
467 Auburn Ave.
LAURIE ISENBE RG
photography by Jim Fore

Pontiac, Michigan
Phone 335-1511
Authorized Volvo Dealer
We Specialize in Volkswagon Service
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BONNEVILLE CONVERTIBLE

The tiger scores again!

It's dramatically fresh and new, but still very, very Pontiac.
That's written all over it, from the no-doubt-about-it new front
end to the
trimly tailored rear. (Did you think for one minute that we'd
leave out the unique Pontiac styling character you like so
well? Never!)

Another nice thing about the '66 Pontiacs is that
there are more of them-3 new super-sump
tuous
Broughams and 4 Venturas. And,of course,for
you

other Pontiac lovers we've got a bright new Grand
Prix, new Catalinas, new Star Chief Executives—
all with new Wide-Track ride and improved cat-

:

quick handling. But you'll discover those things
when you slip behind the wheel and turn a new
'66 tiger loose.
Wide-Track Pontiac/'66

'

.

.

GTO CONVERTIBLE

and again!

You're looking at the newest thing in tigers. Sleek, lean
-muscled new style. New power that starts with
a revolutionary new kind of six
and ranges through 'our V-8's. Crisp curves shape the
new silhouette, and the sports coupe sports a smart
ly recessed rear window.

Pontiac's revolutionary overhead cam six acts
more like a V-8, looks like no six you ever saw,
and still remer rs that saving is what six buyer
s

buy sixes for. Delivers 165 hp (or you can
specify
the sports package which includes the 207hp
version). And it's standard on all Tempe
sts,

Come to tiger country. See all the Wide-Track tigers at

Tempest Customs and Le Mans. V-8's? Up to
360 hp in the GTO. See all the '66 tigers
in
tiger country today Wide-Track Pontiac/'66

your Pontiac dealers.
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Clansmen Top
Racers; 12-6

Observer sportsy-craftsy dazed by interview with Bud Wilkinson.

Golf Clinic Opens
Several weeks ago Oakland and
Lifetime Sports Foundation sponsored a press conference to announce a golf clinic on campus.
Attention centered around the
Foundation president, Bud Wilkinson, former coach of the year
at Oklahoma.
After respectfully acknowledging the golf clinics existence,
the feature-hungry sports writers
began prying Wilkinson for information on the Detroit Lion's badboy, JoeDon Looney. Looney played for, and was booted by Wil-

kinson several years ago.
Nonetheless, the planned two
day golf clinic goes on, and 110
golf instructors from Vermont to
Texas invade campus today. Their
Job is to learn how to teach golf,
and do so upon their return to
their hometown.
Similar clinics are now being
sponsored throughout the country.
Oakland's is the first to deal exclusively with golf, thus continuing our "Pioneering" spirit in
the field of recreation.

Don Inman's undefeated Clansmen made a stirring second half
comeback to topple a powerful
Racers team, 12-6, Sunday.
Clansmen deft.-nse halted a Racer
drive on the one yard line to end
the first half, and the pass combination of Mike Tennor to Tom
Kurz led the victorious offense
to two TD's.
Racers, led by T. J. Linstruth,
went into the game with a 1-0
record after defeating Seagras
44-0, a week earlier. But Mike
Oman's Seagras team responded
to the trouncing by topping Fitz
South 14-6.
Thus far five Sunday games
have ended in forfeits. This Sunday: Van Dells vs. Seagras on 1;
Racers vs. Fitz. South on 2; Colts
vs. Double XX on 3; and Clansmen vs. Fitzgerald on soccer.
Because of the great number
of forfeited games, the standings
are unclear, but this difficulty
should be cleared up next.week.
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Opportunity Knocks

Sports Briefs
Soccer and tennis teams will
travel to Winsor tomorrow to
compete with Wayne and U of D.
Pioneer harriers travel to Adrian tomorrow, and Calvin JV's
come to OU Tuesday fora soccer
meet.

Tom Aston, director of theatre has announced that male students interested in appearing in
an original play, "Dance" by
Donald Downing should contact
Downing via the student mailboxes.

HELLER'S
JEWELRY

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH OF UNITED
CHURCH OF CHRIST

WATCH CLOCK AND
JEWELEFy REPAIR

WORSHIP 9:30 & 11:00 AM
1315 N. Pine St. Rochester
TRANSPORATION OL 1-8127

409 Main Rochester

TYPEWRITER
sales — service
'57"

WE HAVE UNITS AS LOW AS

OAKLAND OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO.
725 S. Washington
ROYAL OAK

LI 6-3353

MARATHON

SALES
SERVICE

Elias
Brothers

921 Mt. Clemens
West of Opdyke

The Place to eat after a party
* Carry Out
* Curb Service
* Banquet Rooms
* Restaurant

SPECIAL
FREE
25( CAR WASH
with 10 Gal. or Fill Up
2( A GAL.
DISCOUNT

OPEN 6 A.M. - 1 A.M. Daily
6 A.M. To 2 A.M. Fri. & Sat.
Opdyke (M-24) At
Pontiac Rd. Pontiac

Call 334 -9551

ON GAS
AND

25% DISCOUNT

651-8575
727 N. MAIN STREET

Call 15 Minutes
in Advance

Carryouts -

BIG BOY
7 am- 1 am Sun thru Thurs.
7 am -3 am Fri. and Sat.

LIGHTNING FAST
CURB SERVICE

ROCHESTER, MICHIGAN

On All Parts
upon presentation of

Oakland I.D. Card

FE;i:J,"

Nova Super Sport Coupe

AL NEW CHEVY II
It's so different, we should really call it
the Chevy III. Roofs are swept way back
on coupes. Fenders, grille, hood, taillights
and bumpers are new on all seven models.
Interiors are richer. Power available up

to a 350-hp Turbo-Fire V8. You can even
order headrests for the front seats and
Mag-style wheel covers. What's the economical, dependable Chevy II coming to?
A lot of smart '66 car buyers, we figure.

CRISSMAN CHEVROLET
755 S. Rochester Rd. - OL 2-9721

ROGER CHURCH
photography by Jim Fore

